
BOOKMARK - Chapters 17-22

1. Three probing questions:
 a.

 b.

 c.

2. Example of ONE literary devices.

 a.

3. Connections you made:

a. Text-to-Text: This reminds me of...

b. Text-to-Self: I experienced some-
thing similar when... 

c. Text-to-World: This relates to the 
current or historical event....
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4. Two quotes that you thought were 
powerful or interesting: 

a.

b.

5. One prediction about what might  
happen in the future.

Reading Questions (Make Inferences):

6. Why does it cause such a reaction 
when Tom says he felt sorry for Mayella?

7. What big ideas does Mr. Dolphus  
Raymond symbolize?

8. How does the trial change the  
children? Connect to the idea of inno-
cence and the symbol of the mockingbird. 
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